Steam
Spa

A dated bath reinvented
with a contemporary approach
to comfort

By Alexandra Immel

T

he original bathroom in this
circa-1987 home had pink
4-in. by 4-in. tile on the
floors and walls, outdated
fixtures, and a dark, undersize shower.
The tub, oversize and underused, sat in
the nicest corner of the bathroom. The
design was not uncommon for the era
in which the house was built, but the
homeowners—like many who have
lived in and remodeled older homes—
were ready for a master-bath upgrade.
We took three primary steps to transform this dated space into a spalike
bath. We carved out space for a large
walk-in closet, added a steam shower,
and finished the new bath in a modern style that better reflects the owners’
contemporary way of life.

Before The original plan’s footprint was
reduced by a small second-floor deck off the
master bedroom. The bathroom amenities were
pinched between it and the closet, which was
accessible only by walking through the bathroom.
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Alexandra Immel is an architectural
designer in Seattle. Photos by
Tucker English.
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After ▶ Eliminating the deck allowed the amenities
to move toward the exterior wall, providing room for a
large steam shower, a “lobby” with a new closet, and
easier access to the reconfigured walk-in closet.
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Steam-shower
primer
Integrating a steam shower
into a project isn’t as daunting as one might expect.
Here are some general considerations and a couple of
lessons learned.
• The shower ceiling should be
sloped to prevent condensate
from falling on bathers.
• Waterproofing demands are
the same as with a conventional
shower, including an appropriately pitched shower pan.
• The steam generator can
be placed within 60 ft. of the
shower, depending on the unit,
but the most practical placement is in a nearby cabinet.
• Standard bathroom ventilation
outside of the shower is sufficient for managing moisture.

Lessons Learned
• A small gap around the door
doesn’t have a significant
impact on the loss of steam in
the shower.
• The teak bench seats in this
shower perform well, but the
initial teak oil finish did not. The
seats had to be refinished with
five coats of spar varnish, which
has held up nicely.

details
Sinks Kohler Kathryn, kohler.com Sink faucets Zucchetti ON, zucchettikos.com Shower fixtures California Faucets’ Tiburon Collection, calfaucets.com;
Hansgrohe handheld shower, hansgrohe-us.com
SistemN, marazzi.it

Steam unit Mr. Steam generator with Butler package trim, mrsteam.com Floor tile 12x24 Marazzi

Wall tile 4x16 Contract Series Matte Biscuit, arttileco.net Colored glass in shower Blazestone recycled-glass tile,

bedrockindustries.com

Vanity top Caesarstone Concrete, caesarstone.com Vanity cabinet Canyon Creek Cabinet Company, canyoncreek.com
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